
DIGITAL DIRECTIONS1

Large image scanned at 266 dpi, inset images scanned at 72 dpi.
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Above, screen shot of all three resolutions, 72, 133, 266dpi
Below, zoomed in version

Above, image scanned at 133 dpi

The best that you
can offer may not

always be the best
option to choose. A

lower resolution scan
and print can save

customers who are
not looking for

professional quality
time and money. The

key is determining
which customer

wants which quality.

QUALITY IS IN the eye of the be-

holder. The perception of quality is totally

subjective. What one thinb is acceptable

may not even come close to another's

expectation. It is true that advancements

in technology have resulted in better

hardware and software that raise digital

image quality to the level of the tradi-

tional photo prints.

The problem is that you don't always

need the highest quality possible. You

need to match the quality level with

your end product.

How do you regulate image quality in

the digital lab? Realistically, the level of

digital quality is a balancing act between

time and money. The more time it takes

to produce an image, the more money it

costs to make. This in turn must be

passed on to the customer. This means

setting up lab standards for digital quality

to match customers' needs.

Since each region of the United States

has a different economy, we can't sug-

gest a cure-all, but we will show you

some guidelines.

The first step in setting up a quality

standard, is to analyze your customer

base. Look at the proportion of amateurs

versus professionals and the percentage

of work each group brings to the lab.

Generally the amateur group will

accept lower quality standards to get a

good price, while many pros expect the
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STATIC
PROBLEMS?

Don't let static
1 related problems
such as lint and
dust turn your
photofinishing

into a hair raising
experience. Those

; little white dots,
specks and

squiggles can ruin
a beautiful print.

NOSTAT-X PLUS
improves quality,
saves you time
and saves you

materials.

We'll help you let
your hair down...

call us today! >;

CAYPIN
INDUSTRIES,

800-348-1771
219-432-1515

FAX: 219-747-2008

Ŝcreen shot of Corel Paint 9 and re-sample function
Corel Paint 9 can resample an image upon loading the file.
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best your equipment can provide.

Evaluate the quality level your input
equipment can import into the lab. Run

samples of each quality level on the var-
ious output devices you use. Make sam-
ples for both your customers and lab

personnel to use as a guideline.
It is vitally important that your lab per-

sonnel have a good working knowledge
of the dpi and pixel resolution required for

quality output. The manager or lab
supervisor should evaluate the time and
money it takes to produce each level of
quality to competitively price the services.

In a traditional lab, the difference in
time and costs do not vary much when
changing quality levels. A piece of print-
ing paper is a piece of printing paper.
When you expose the paper, you don't

have different levels of light quality hit-
ting the paper. Longer printing times do
not provide better results.

On the digital side, a large file and a
high dpi inkjet paper can take consider-

ably longer to print. Since time is
money, these prints will be expensive. It
is vital that you evaluate each level of
quality and its price tag.

At first, we didn't like providing a less-
er quality product to some customers
and higher to others. What we quickly
realized is that if we matched the quality
of the product to the customers' needs,
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they were happy with both the product

and the price. If they were happy and
satisfied, then so were we.

The key to customer satisfaction is
determining the quality input necessary

to match the level of quality that they
require for the end output. The quality
of the image is directly proportional to
the file size of the original scan. This file

size is determined by the final page size
at a specific dpi.

We devised a simple standard that

seems to work, at least most of the time.
These numbers represent the working
numbers attached to the file itself at the
time of the scan. Don't confuse these

numbers with the dpi output of you
inkjet. The inkjet will interpolate the
data if a different page size is necessary.

Low quality scan—final page size at
72 dpi.

Medium quality scan—final page size
at 133 dpi.

High quality scan—final page size at
266 dpi.

This may seem confusing because
you will see slide film scanners adver-

tising that they scan at 2700 dpi. You
need to remember that this dpi is at
100% or 24x36mm. In order to scan for
a final output to an 8x10 print, the dpi
would proportionally decrease.

The original can be scanned at a dif-
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ferent page size and dpi as long as the
resulting file size matches the final re-
quirement. Scanners list the dpi, page
size and resulting file size, so you can
mix and match. If you had a job that
would print as an 8x10 at 133 dpi, the
resulting scanned file size would be
4.05MB. If you wanted higher quality at
266 dpi for the 8x10, then the file size
would increase to 16.2MB. Simply set
the desired dpi and page size and
you're in business.

The best scenario is to bring an image
into to the system at the size needed for
the job. If you can't do this, then you
will need to re-sample the image to the
correct size in your editing program.
When you re-size any image, the pro-
gram interpolates the image to the new
size by creating new pixels for those it
replaced. In most cases the image quali-
ty decreases considerably.

One way to bring back the quality is
by using the sharpening tool. You can
actually use either the standard sharpen-
ing tool or the un-sharp mask, whichever
you feel most comfortable using. If you
have to change the resolution a second
time, it is best to go back to the original,
rather than re-sampling and sharpening

the image twice.
This brings us to the actual dpi output

printer resolution. Most printers have two
or three levels of output quality, and the

one you select depends on the needs of
your customer base. Remember that this
dpi only relates to the printing pattern
created by your printer, and does not
relate to the dpi of the output image file.

The whole concept of mixing and
matching digital image quality to the
desired output quality level is confusing.
It all boils down to matching the end
product to the customers' perception of
quality. If they are happy with the results,
you will be pleased—because you will
have a repeat customer.

Jack and Sue Drafahl are digital imaging
experts and professional photographers
based near Portland, Ore.
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A D i v i s i o n of TruTrok Technologies

iruirak
The "Perfecta" Digital RA-4 Solution.

What strategic investment provides the critical RA-4 support needed for all your
current and future digital photo imaging needs while immediately improving the quality
and productivity of your most profitable conventional lab services?

Answer: The TruTrak "Pertecta" roller transport paper processor.
Perfecta's generous tank capacities and circulation system ensure superior process

uniformity and stability extremely critical for digital photo imaging. And the patented
"Sitte" transport system delivers flawless material tracking with trouble-free
dependability

The unique combination of TruTrak's continuous self-cleaning transport mat and
a minimal set of tracking rollers delivers trouble-free
dependability with very low maintenance.

The Easy Choice. TruTrak processors include a
1-year parts warranty and lifetime technical phone
support. Most include free installation and onsite
training. Call today for more information.

because YOU deserve the BEST
Paper Processors • Film Processors

Professional Lab Equipment
TruTrak Imaging • 101 Enterprise Dr • P.O. Box 790 • Hurlock, Maryland 21643-0790

Phone (410)943-1100 • Fax (410)943-1200 • www.trutrak.com • emailinfo@trutrok.com
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Surround your slides
with consistent quality.

Gepe guarantees it.
ISO 9001

certified
void film damage caused

by slide mounts of varying
quality. Get Gepe, the world's
largest and only mount
supplier to earn ISO 9001

certification for consistent quality.
ISO certifies it and Gepe guarantees it.

Bottom-line: if you use Pakon, Noritsu, Gepe
or Seary mounters, Gepe can save you money.

For over 40 years, Gepe companies have improved
lab production with innovative low-to-high volume mounting
systems. And now Gepe's Geimuplast division, originator of
the "Pakon" mount, gives you the industries
strongest, longest warranty!

Call now for free samples of our
newest mount: the Pro Lock PLUS. 888-837-4373

www.geimuplast.de
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